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Abstract - Spam email is a problem that disturbs and harms the recipient. Machine learning is 
widely used in overcoming email spam because of its ability to classify emails into spam or 
non-spam. In this research, the Naïve Bayes algorithm is initiated with the Chi-Squared 
selection feature to classify spam emails. So that the implementation is able to increase 
accuracy for better performance in classification. The feature selection method is used to 
direct the model's attention to features that are related to the target variable. In this study, 
the chi squared feature uses a value of K = 2500, with an accuracy of 98.83% which shows an 
increase in model performance compared to previous research. So that the Naïve Bayes model 
with the Chi-Squared selection feature is proven to provide better performance.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the internet and social media have become an important part of a person's 
daily life. Email is one of the media used in exchanging information, but it is not free from 
problems, spam email is a daily problem that disturbs the daily life of people [1], [2], [3]. Spam 
email is detrimental because it can spread viruses/malware, steal important information, 
consume bandwidth and things that are personally harmful [4], [5]. On the other hand, the rise 
of e-commerce companies that use email for advertising has led to an increase in unwanted 
and indiscriminate bulk emails [6].   

The effects of such bulk emails are detrimental, hence the need for action in dealing 
with them. Machine Learning is an advancement that can help understand email spam. 
Machine learning has been widely applied in categorization and detection [7], [8], [9][10]. In 
the case of bulk email, it can be overcome by detection and categorization of spam into spam 
email and not. Spam detection is an important data analysis  [11] for classification of intrusive 
email messages. But it's not easy to identify whether a message is spam [12].  
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Machine Learning requires algorithms, in supporting the performance of the 
algorithms used, we can use various parameters and considerations, one of which is the 
selection feature. Although selection features can have an impact on text classification, not all 
of them are beneficial [13]. This feature selection has been done in many text classification 
studies [14], [15], [16]. One of the selection features is Chi-Squared, which is used to test two 
events [17]. On [18] chi square is used in dimensional feature reduction and focuses on the 
features that are needed, so that redundant features can be removed. Chi-Squared will 
measure the dependency of category variables, in this case spam and non-spam and then 
applied in feature selection. Testing dependencies between categorical variables, such as spam 
and non-spam, is easier with Chi-Squared in feature selection. This method helps find and 
eliminate unnecessary features, improves efficiency, and ensures that the features retained in 
the model are relevant. 

Looking at comparisons in previous research studies has been discussed in almost the 
same context, such as in the article [19] The ensemble learning technique is utilized in 
identifying spam on Short Message Service (SMS) spam and email spam, and the classification 
results utilizing voting are compared, with Decision tree, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Bernoulli 
Naive Bayes, and Gaussian Naive Bayes being the most used. The email spam dataset has a 
high accuracy of 92.354% when utilizing Multinomial Naive Bayes, Bernoulli Naive Bayes, and 
Decision Tree classifications. Similarly, in the process of identifying spam, research [20]  
discussed email spam identification using Isolation Forest, DBSCAN and feature selection such 
as chi square to improve accuracy, the results showed 100% accuracy in machine learning 
implementation and 99% in deep learning implementation. Other considerations in the 
identification process can be made by paying attention to the context of the text, this is in line 
with the study  [21] which uses the bert-base-cased transformer model with the use of the 
attention layer to retrieve text connections then the results are compared with BiLSTM 
(bidirectional Long Short Term Memory) which is a layer of DNN (deep neural network). 
Memory) which is a layer of DNN (deep neural network), the classification results reached 
98.67% accuracy. Other model approaches such as in research  [22] use semantic models as an 
approach by considering the semantics of the word other research. The feature selection used 
a reduction technique, the result was that Naïve Bayes combined with semantic relationships 
and words got 94% accuracy, but classification with Support Vector Machine (SVM) got 93% 
accuracy, then rose to 94% when feature selection was used. Feature selection was shown to 
improve the accuracy of some classifications compared to using only semantics. Furthermore, 
the use of binary models is used in research [23] using a binary model by classifying email 
spam into categories, the results of using SVM with Term Frequency - Inverse Document 
Frequency (TF-IDF) got an accuracy of 95.53%. While naïve bayes gets the fastest classification 
time when combined with TF-IDF. Other research related to feature selection [24] proposed 
the use of sine–cosine algorithm (SCA), a method used to select optimal features in ANN 
training with an accuracy result of 97.92%.  

 
From the shortcomings of existing research, we conducted this research as an effort to 

overcome the problem of feature selection that has not achieved high accuracy in email spam 
detection. As a result, in this study, we employed feature selection to improve the previously 
unoptimized performance of the Nave Bayes method. Where the Naïve Bayes model is 
supported by the chi-squared feature selection technique. Naïve Bayes itself has a great 
influence on text classification, but its performance can be improved by feature selection. So 
that the selection of chi-square improves the ability of naïve bayes in email spam classification 
better to increase accuracy and minimize the risk of overfitting. 
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2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 
The process in this research includes Pre-Processing Stage, Feature Extraction with 

CountVectorizer, feature selection with Chi-Square and Naïve Bayes modeling. The proposed 
flowchart is described in Figure 1. Then the process explanation will be explained in detail in 
the next discussion. 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of research methods in general 

 
 
2.1.  Data Collection 

The dataset used in this research is taken from Kaggle which contains two columns, 
Category and Message then with spam and ham labels 
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mfaisalqureshi/spam-email . The dataset contains 5558 
emails, of which 87% are labeled as ham and 13% are spam. Some examples of sample content 
datasets can be seen in Table 1 and the proportion of spam and non-spam labels is shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Table 1. Sample dataset contents 
Category Message 

Ham Go until jurong point, crazy. Available only ... 

Ham Ok lar... Joking wif u oni... 

Spam Free entry in 2 a wkly comp to win FA Cup fina... 

Ham U dun say so early hor... U c already then say... 

Spam 
FreeMsg Hey there darling it's been 3 week's now and no word back! I'd like 
some fun you up for it still? Tb ok! XxX std chgs to send, Â£1.50 to rcv 

Ham I HAVE A DATE ON SUNDAY WITH WILL!! 

Spam 
XXXMobileMovieClub: To use your credit, click the WAP link in the next txt 
message or click here>> http://wap. xxxmobilemovieclub.com?n=QJKGIGHJJGCBL  

Ham Is that seriously how you spell his name? 

Spam 
Congrats! 1 year special cinema pass for 2 is yours. call 09061209465 now! C 
Suprman V, Matrix3, StarWars3, etc all 4 FREE! bx420-ip4-5we. 150pm. Dont miss 
out! 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Proportion of Spam vc Not Spam 

  

                The amount of spam at 13.4% in the dataset shows that, although spam is not 
dominant, it is important to continuously improve detection and filtration strategies to ensure 
better data quality. With a spam note of 86.6%, most of the data is relevant and useful. To 
guarantee the accuracy and reliability of the analysis performed, efforts to keep this dataset 
clean should be continuously improved. 
 

2.2. Pre-Processing 
Before the dataset continues to the next process, the dataset is cleaned so that the 

data can be processed in the next analysis. This also aims to improve data quality when spam 
detection provides better accuracy [25]. The stages carried out are eliminating unnecessary 
characters and numbers, Tokenizing Text, Case Folding, Stop words Filtering from English Stop 
words, and Stemming. 
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2.2.1 Tokenize text 
At this stage all text data is converted by separating into words called tokens [26]. It 

aims to make text data processing easier overall for further processing. It is important to 
consider rules such as structural equivalence, form parallelism, word economy, reasoning 
accuracy, assertiveness, coherence, and language logic when creating successful sentences. 
This stage includes data processed in three different forms. First, the document text is 
converted into word counts; second, the data is cleaned and filtered; and finally, the document 
is broken down into words or tokens [27]. The following examples illustrate email messages 
before and after tokenization: 
 
Before tokenize text 
Is that seriously how you spell his name 
 
After tokenize text 
Is, that, seriously, how, you, spell, his, name 
 
2.2.2 Case folding (convert to lowercase) 

The following examples illustrate email messages before and after tokenization: This 
process converts the text to all lowercase letters [12]. In this process, all characters from the 
letters "A" to "Z" present in the data are converted into the letters "a" to "z". This process also 
eliminates non-word characters such as numbers, symbols, and punctuation marks, so that the 
remaining text is only alphabetical from a to z. This needs to be done, because the form of 
words and sentences in email spam has a different diversity, so for a good process in analyzing 
converting to lowercase needs to be done. An example of case folding results is shown in Table 
2. 

Table 1. Sample dataset contents 
Example Teks  Case Folding Result   

Do you want a new video handset? 750 anytime any network 
mins? Half Price Line Rental? Camcorder? Reply or call 
08000930705 for delivery tomorrow 
 

do you want a new video handset? 750 anytime any network 
mins? half price line rental? camcorder? reply or call 
08000930705 for delivery tomorrow 

 
2.2.3 Stopword filtering  

This step removes frequently occurring words or terms such as pronouns, prepositions 
and those that do not provide important information and hinder the process [28]. In other 
words, this stopword removal process does not negatively impact the model we are training 
for our task as it removes low-level information from our text and gives focus to more 
important information. These low-quality topics learn a background distribution for stopwords, 
but words without infrequent content may inadvertently correlate with content-packed topic 
terms, while words like "the" are so frequent that they remain prominent in many topics. Since 
they are rarely used, the preceding terms need not interfere. This process also aims at 
reducing the size of the dataset, which in turn reduces the number of tokens required for 
training. The Stopword removal process is utilized in the hope that it will help learn a 
highquality language model. The Stop words used in this research are 'English' Stop words. 

 
2.2.3 Stemming  

Stemming converts words into recognizable similar structures, finding the root word of 
the word by removing affixes [28]. After that, this basic word form will be stored and 
processed [29].  This process is done to make the data analysis process easier by reducing the 
inflectional or derivative word to its base form. 
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2.3. Feature extraction using CountVectorizer 

Feature extraction in this research uses CountVectorizer on training data and test data. 
Where CountVectorizer here is used to process email message text and then convert email text 
into numeric vectors so that it can be used in the model. It is used to convert a given text into a 
vector that is based on the frequency, or count, of each word that appears throughout the text 
[30]. This is especially helpful when you have a lot of text, such as email messages, where you 
need to convert each word into a vector to use for further text analysis. 
 
2.4. Chi-Squared Feature Selection 

Chi-Squared feature selection is a statistical technique/method to look at variable and 
categorial relationships [31]. This feature selection helps in determining the 
important/relevant features in email spam. The parameter value K = 2500 is used, as the best 
available feature selection. Chi-Square calculation can be describe in Equation (1) and Equation 
(2). 

𝑋2(𝑡𝑖, 𝐶𝑘) =
𝑁 𝑥 (𝑎𝑑−𝑏𝑐)2

(𝑎+𝑐)𝑥(𝑏+𝑑)𝑥(𝑎+𝑏)𝑥(𝑐+𝑑)
 [17]  (1)  

 
The calculation in [17] explains that "a" represents the number of records/instances in 

category Ck that contain the term ti, "b" represents the number of records/instances that are 
not in category Ck and do not contain the term ti, "c" represents the number of 
records/instances in category Ck that do not contain the term ti, and "d" represents the 
number of records/instances that are not in category Ck. N is the whole document that was 
used. Equation computes the chi square value for each phrase. 

Then in this study the calculation is developed in outline, which is written in Equation 
(2) 

𝐶ℎ𝑖 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 =  
(𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑−𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑)2

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑
 (2) 

 
Where the Observed value is the contingency table (number of observations in each 

cell) and the Expected value is the expected value based on the null hypothesis assumption. 
 

2.5. Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) 
Naïve Bayes is a simple classification that calculates combinations of values and 

frequencies in a dataset [32], [33], [34]. Before using the model, the data is separated with a 
percentage of 80% training data and 20% testing data. Naïve Bayes performs classification with 
similar capabilities to neural networks and decision trees, one of the simplest classifications 
but provides high accuracy and speed [26], [35]. Multinomial Naïve Bayes is a Nave Bayes 
extension that uses multinomial distribution along with the number of times a word appears in 
a text to tackle text classification problems [36]. In this research, Naïve Bayes classification is 
used to identify spam and non-spam from email datasets. Naïve Bayes uses the Bayes theorem 
where the calculation is in the formula (3) & (4) below. 

𝑃 (𝐴|𝐵) =
𝑃(𝐵|𝐴)𝑥𝑃(𝐴)

𝑃(𝐵)
 [37]   (3) 

𝑃 (𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚|𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) =
𝑃(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑|𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚)𝑥𝑃(𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚)

𝑃(𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚).  𝑃(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑|𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚)+𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚).𝑝(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑|𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚)
 [32]   (4) 
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2.5. Measurement Model 
Predictions and the actual condition of the data produced by machine learning 

algorithms can both be displayed using Confusion Matrix. False Positives (FP) and False 
Negatives (FN) are the correct number of positive classes, the number of false positive classes, 
the correct negative class, and the incorrect negative class on the data, respectively, in the 
Confusion Matrix [38]. Accuracy, Recall, Precision and F1 score can be calculated using this 
matrix. The percentage of samples that were correctly assigned to a group determines 
accuracy. The total sample size for the test dataset [39], as stated in Equation (5). 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (5) 

Recall is a ratio of all true positive data, including TP and FN, to true positive forecasts. 
The formula for calculating Recall is Equation (6). 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (6) 

 
  
If precision measures the match between parts of the data taken with the information 

needed. precision calculations are shown in the Equation (7). 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 7) 

          
The F1 score, also known as the average recall value and precision, measures a 

researcher's capacity to identify all positive samples of data and to avoid mislabeling negative 
classes as positive ones. The [0, 1] range of values are accepted for the F1 score. The equation 
used to determine the f1 score is Equation (8).    

 
2 𝑥 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
          (8)      

  
  
Broadly speaking, four performance metrics are used to evaluate experiments with 

usability as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3.  Brief concept of performance metrics 

Evaluation Metrics Explanation 

Accuracy The number of incidents accurately categorised 

Precision The percentage of relevant cases among the retrieved 
instances 

Recall A percentage of the total number of relevant instances 
actually retrieved 

F1 score Precision and recall harmonic mean 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In producing good data analysis, the pre-processing process plays an important role, 

the following examples of pre-processing data results are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4  Results Pre-Processing 

Before Pre-Processing After  Pre-Processing 

Do 1 thing! Change that sentence into: "Because i want 2 
concentrate in my educational career im leaving here.. 

thing change sentence want concentr educ career im leave 

Free Msg: get Gnarls Barkleys "Crazy" ringtone TOTALLY FREE 
just reply GO to this message right now! 

free msg get gnarl barkley crazi rington total free repli go 
messag right 

reat NEW Offer - DOUBLE Mins & DOUBLE Txt on best Orange reat new offer doubl min doubl txt best orang tariff get latest 
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tariffs AND get latest camera phones 4 FREE! Call MobileUpd8 
free on 08000839402 NOW! or 2stoptxt T&Cs 

camera phone free call mobileupd free stoptxt cs 

We'll you pay over like  &lt;#&gt; yrs so its not too difficult pay like lt gt yr difficult 
IM FINE BABES AINT BEEN UP 2 MUCH THO! SAW SCARY MOVIE 
YEST ITS QUITE FUNNY! WANT 2MRW AFTERNOON? AT TOWN 
OR MALL OR SUMTHIN?xx 

im fine babe aint much tho saw scari movi yest quit funni want 
mrw afternoon town mall sumthin xx 

YOU ARE CHOSEN TO RECEIVE A £350 AWARD! Pls call claim 
number 09066364311 to collect your award which you are 
selected to receive as a valued mobile customer. 

chosen receiv award pl call claim number collect award select 
receiv valu mobil custom 

Furthermore, in visualizing the results of feature extraction, PCA (Principal component 
analysis) is used.This method puts multidimensional data into a small space and describes the 
research object as a whole in the form of several main components. Principal component 
analysis (PCA) processes data with principal component eigenvalues [40]. The following are the 
results of PCA on training data and testing data in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. PCA Result 

 

There is a difference between the training data and the test data due to higher 
variation. This could indicate that the test data includes more varied examples or greater 
variation compared to the training data. When the data is ready for processing, it is divided 
into training and testing data, with a weight of 80% for training and 20% for testing data. Then 
the CountVectorizer feature extraction and Chi-Squared feature selection are used with a 
value of K = 2500, this value is the best K value after being tested on several K values such as 
Chi-Squared Scores of Features in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Chi-Squared Scores of Features 
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The Multinomial Nave Bayes model is then used to evaluate the model and calculate 
the evaluation matrix, the results are discussed in Table 5. 

Table 5. Evaluation metrics table 

Evaluation Metrics Value 

Accuracy 98.83% 
Precision 98.83% 

Recall 98.83% 
F1-score 98.83% 

The results shown have a high performance for each evaluation metric which is 
98.83%. The evaluation value of the metric is calculated by comparing the test results from the 
Confusion Matrix results. In fact, Confusion Matrix is also the most widely used [41]. 
Classification algorithms can be compared and evaluated for performance by looking at the 
Confusion Matrix [42]. To see the performance of Naïve Bayes classification this study involves 
Confusion Matrix, the results are in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Confusion matrix calculation results 

 

The Confusion Matrix findings compare Nave Bayes categorization and prediction. The 
following values are generated: True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and 
False Negative (FN) [43].  In this study, the number of correct predictions as spam or TP values 
was 141 emails correctly predicted as spam. While those that were wrongly predicted (FP) 
there were 5 emails that were wrongly predicted as spam by being NonSpam. For Non-Spam 
TN there are 961 emails correctly predicted as non-spam. The remaining FN value is 8 emails 
that should be a spa wrongly predicted as non-spam. This means that the model's 
performance in classifying is high and the classification error rate is small. The diagonal 
elements in a confusion matrix indicate examples that were correctly classified by the model, 
while the off-diagonal elements indicate examples that were classified incorrectly. The ROC 
curve can be calculated using the confusion matrix [41] as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. ROC results 

 

Furthermore, to see the words that are often used as spam in emails, such as the 
words "Free", "now", "call", "call now", and other words can be seen in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Word Cloud of spam words 

To determine the comparison of the resulting model that successfully provides good 
performance, a comparison with previous research is carried out as in Table 6. 

 
Table 6 -  Model performance comparison 

Comparison Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

In [19] Gaussian Naive Bayes 92.354 

In [21] BiLSTM + DNN  98.67 

In [22] Feature selection (CFS) + 
Semantic relations and similarity 
measures 

94 

In [23] SVM + TF -DF 95.53 

In [24] ANN 97.92 

In [44] Naïve Bayes + TF-IDF 98.5 

In [45] Auto-GA-RWN and GA-kNN 96.7 

In [46] Naive Bayes + Bigrams 93 

Proposed method Naïve Bayes + Chi Square 98,83 

 
Table 6 shows a comparison of the performance of the created model and models 

from previous research. The experimental results show that the proposed method, which uses 
Naive Bayes with Chi-Square as the feature selection method, achieves the highest accuracy of 
98.83%. This model is compared with other models such as Gaussian Naive Bayes, BiLSTM + 
DNN, feature selection (CFS) + semantic relationship and similarity metrics, SVM + TF-DF, ANN, 
Naive Bayes + TF-IDF, Auto-GA-RWN and GA-kNN, and Naive Bayes + Bigrams.  
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In Naïve Bayes models, using Chi-Square as a feature selection method significantly 
improves accuracy and helps to identify and retain the most relevant features; if not used, the 
model may face the risk of containing redundant or less informative features, which may 
reduce accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, adding Chi-Square into feature selection is essential 
to improve the performance of spam detection models. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, the Naïve Bayes model combined with Count Vectorizer feature 

extraction and Chi-Squared feature selection with K=2500 managed to provide better 
performance. The findings reveal that the performance for Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 
Score is at 98.83%. The use of Chi-Squared with K=2500 is the best value in improving model 
performance. This feature selection helps in determining important/relevant features in email 
spam. Although the model still has errors in predicting classification, it is good enough and 
improved from the previous article. The shortcomings of this model may later be improved 
with other classification models. 
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